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FGCSE

PANJABI

Foundation Tier Paper 1 Listening

  Time allowed: 35 minutes approximately

(including 5 minutes’ reading time before the test)

You will need no other materials.
The pauses are pre-recorded for this test.
Instructions
 You must not use a dictionary.
 Use black ink or black ball-point pen.
 Fill in the boxes at the top of this page.
 Do not open this book until you are told to do so.
This is what you should do for each item.
 After the question number is announced, there will be a pause to allow you to read the 

instructions and questions.
 Listen carefully to the recording and read the questions again.
 Listen to the recording again, and then answer the questions.
 When the next question is about to start you will hear a bleep like this (*).
 You may write at any time during the test.
 In Section A, answer the questions in English.  In Section B, answer the questions 

in Panjabi.
 You must answer all the questions in the spaces provided.  Do not write outside the 

box around each page or on blank pages.
 Write neatly and put down all the information you are asked to give.
 Ask any questions now.  You must not ask questions or interrupt during the test.
 You now have five minutes to read through the question paper.  You may make notes 

during this time.  You may open your answer book now.
 The test starts now.
Information
 The marks for questions are shown in brackets.
 The maximum mark for this paper is 40.
 If you need extra space for your answer(s), use the lined pages at the end of this 

book.  Write the question number against your answer(s).
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Section A 

Questions and answers in English

Answer all questions in the spaces provided.

 Hobbies

 You hear a conversation between Gurmeet and Manjot about their favourite 
hobbies.

Write the correct letter in the box. 

0 1  What does Gurmeet like?

A Cooking

B Drawing

C Painting
[1 mark]

0 2  What does Manjot like? 

A Decorating

B Gardening

C Reading [1 mark]

____
2
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Turn over 

0 3  Opinions about marriage

You are listening to a radio programme where people are giving their opinion about 
marriage.

Answer in English.

0 3 . 1  What mistake do many people make when getting married? 
[1 mark]

 __________________________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

0 3 . 2  What are Manjeet’s plans for marriage? 
[1 mark]

 __________________________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

____
2

Turn over for the next question
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0 4  Eating habits 

You are listening to your friend, Jasleen, talking about her family’s eating habits.

 Write the correct letter in the box.

0 4 . 1  Jasleen’s sister eats…

A a big breakfast.

B a light breakfast.

C no breakfast.
[1 mark]

0 4 . 2  Jasleen’s brother eats meat…

A once a week.

B twice a week.

C every day.
[1 mark]

0 4 . 3  Jasleen eats fresh fruit…

A after breakfast.

B after dinner.

C after lunch. 
[1 mark]

____
3
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 Buying gifts for the Diwali celebration

You are listening to Manjeet talking about the Diwali gifts his friends are buying.

 Complete the following sentences in English.

0 5  Preeti will buy her grandmother  _________________________________________________ .
[1 mark]

0 6  Harjeet will buy her brother  ______________________________________________________ .
[1 mark]

0 7  Jasraj will buy his father  _________________________________________________________ .
[1 mark]

____
3

Turn over for the next question
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0 8  Beautiful new apartments

 Listen to this advertisement on Panjabi radio.

 Answer both parts of the question in English.

0 8 . 1  Where are the apartments situated in Amritsar?
[1 mark]

  __________________________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

0 8 . 2  What is special about the ground floor apartments?
[1 mark]

  __________________________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

____
2
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0 9  New app

 You are listening to an advertisement about a mobile phone app.

 Complete the following sentences in English.

0 9 . 1  While listening to music, the app allows people to _________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________________ .
[1 mark]

0 9 . 2  Before going abroad, people could use the app to  _________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________________ .
[1 mark]

____
2

Turn over for the next question
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 Life at school

 You hear Gurpreet’s interview on Panjabi Radio about life at school.

 Answer all the questions in English.

1 0  Which subject does Gurpreet like the most?
[1 mark]

  __________________________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

1 1  What does Gurpreet do with her friends at break time? 
[1 mark]

  __________________________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

1 2  What does Gurpreet think about her homework?
[1 mark]

  __________________________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________________________

____
3
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 Favourite jobs

 Listen to three Panjabi teenagers’ opinions about their jobs. 

 Write the first letter of the correct name in each box. 

 Write A for Amarjot
  D for Daljeet
  K for Kareena

1 3   Who dreams of being a pilot?
 [1 mark]

1 4   Who is interested in becoming a soldier?
 [1 mark]

1 5   Who would like to be a primary school teacher?
 [1 mark]

____
3

Turn over for the next question
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 Farming

 Listen to a discussion with farmer, Charan Singh, on Panjabi Radio.

 Answer all the questions in English.

1 6  Write down two advantages of his farming.

Advantage 1 Advantage 2

[2 marks]

1 7  Write down two problems that were caused by the weather.

Problem 1 Problem 2

[2 marks]

____
4
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1 8  My birthday

You hear Avneet talking about her birthday celebration.

 Write the correct letter in each box.

1 8 . 1  Avneet prefers to celebrate her birthday…

A with family.

B with friends.

C alone.
[1 mark]

1 8 . 2  She went with her friends to…

A the cinema.

B a restaurant.

C the shops. [1 mark]

1 8 . 3  The gift she liked most was a…

A bracelet.

B ring.

C necklace.
[1 mark]

____
3

Turn over for the next question
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1 9  Being environmentally friendly in the home

 You are listening to Ramneek talking about how her family is being environmentally 
friendly.

 Which person is she describing?

 Write the correct letter in each box.

A Reducing the heating bill

B Recycling paper

C Re-using shopping bags

D Recycling glass 

E Saving water

F Growing trees

1 9 . 1  Ramneek 
 [1 mark]

1 9 . 2  Father
 [1 mark]

1 9 . 3  Mother
 [1 mark]

____
3
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2 0  Celebrations

 You hear your friend, Amarjeet, talking about celebrations.

 Which celebrations is he talking about?

 Fill in the boxes in English.

Past Present Future

His friend’s birthday

[2 marks]

____
2

Turn over for Section B
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Section B 

Questions and answers in Panjabi

Answer all questions in the spaces provided.

2 1  p<kI shelI p<kI shelI 

 quusIM ]apxI ccerI BEx wI g<l sux rhe ho jo quha¥ ]apxI p<kI shelI bare w<s rhI hE.
 
 ikhfe carcar [u>qr TIkTIk hn ?  heTAheTA iw<qe Kain]A  Kain]A iv<c [unHA we sahmxe vala ]<Kr ilKo

A cusq

B iw]alU

C imlxsar 

D galfI 

E SrmIlI

F Broseyog

G h<smuK

H zImanwar

         [4 marks]

____
4
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2 2  Kaxe bxa[ux wa pRogramKaxe bxa[ux wa pRogram

 qusIM wo wosqA wI pNjabI tElIivZn qe peS kIqe ja rhe Kaix]A we pRogram bare g<lbaq sux 
rhe ho.

 wonA wosqA iv<coM hrek lzI ikhfa poRgram weKxa [uicq hE ?

 TIk [uu>qr wa ]<Kr Kane iv<c ilKo .  

A qNwUrI Kaix]A wa 

B qle hoze Kaix]A wa 

C SakaharI Kaix]A wa 

D masaharI Kaix]A wa 

2 2 . 1  krmkrm 
 [1 mark]

2 2 . 2  wIpwIp
 [1 mark]

____
2

Turn over for the next question
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2 3  sNgIq sNgIq 

 hirNwr ]apxe im<qr ¥ pNjabI kansrt bare w<s irha hE .

 TIk [u>qr wa ]<Kr Kane iv<c ilKo .

2 3 . 1  hirNwr wa pNjabI gaix]A we kansrt bare kI ivcar hE ?

A TIk hI sI . 

B bhuq vWI]a sI .

C mihNga sI . [1 mark]

2 3 . 2  hirNwr ne kansrt qoM ba]w kI kIqa sI ?

A rEstorEMt ig]a sI . 

B Bra ¥ imlx ig]a sI . 

C Gr vaps ]a ig]a sI .  [1 mark]

____
2

END  OF  QUESTIONS
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There are no questions printed on this page
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ANSWER  IN  THE  SPACES  PROVIDED
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